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Manager's Guide to Mentoring (Briefcase Books Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Create new solutions to old problems with the power of mentoring!


	Mentoring is an extraordinarily powerful way of getting top performance from every employee. It’s one of the hottest management techniques used in business today, and every manager serious about developing talented employees and implementing change in...
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A Modern Introduction to Differential EquationsAcademic Press, 2009
An accessible introductory differential equations textbook for the one-semester course.     

Designed for a one-semester course, A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations presents a solid and highly accessible introduction to differential equations, developing the concepts from a dynamic systems perspective...
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CCNA ICND2 640-816 Official Cert Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2011

	New Edition of Best Selling Official Cert Guide: Updated Content, New Exercises, and Expanded Coverage -- PLUS includes CCNA Network Simulator Lite 


	 


	The new edition of bestselling CCNA ICND2 640-816 Official Cert Guide by Wendell Odom has...
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C# 2.0: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book tops my recommendation list for any developer learning C#. -David Makofske, Principal Consultant/Architect, Akamai Technologies

Great book for any C# developerit provides a number of practical programming tips and best practices on program design that enable you to utilize the C# language features effectively. -Adarsh Khare,...
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Getting Results the Agile Way: A Personal Results System for Work and LifeInformation Today, 2010

	In Getting Results the Agile Way, author J.D. Meier introduces Agile Results®-a simple system for meaningful results! It's a systematic way to achieve both short- and long-term results in all aspects of your life-from work to fun. It offers just enough planning to get you going, but makes it easy to change your course as needed. It also...
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Foundation Flash CS3 for DesignersFriends of Ed, 2007
Flash is one of the most engaging and innovative, and versatile technologies available—allowing the creation of pretty much anything from simple slideshows, animated banners and icons and cartoons, to Rich Internet Applications, Interactive videos, and dynamic user interfaces for web sites, kiosks, or DVDs. The possibilities are endless,...
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MEAN BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build six optimum end-to-end web applications using the M.E.A.N stack
	
		Follow the advanced Angular.js 2 application structure to build more scalable and maintainable apps
	
		Integrate an authorization system into your application and reuse existing code from projects

...
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Applied E-Learning and E-Teaching in Higher EducationInformation Science Publishing, 2008
Over the past decade, computer-enhanced learning has increased in demand due to developments in technological aids such as multimedia presentation and the internet. In this age of technology, it is imperative for teachers to consider the importance of technological integration in the classroom.
Applied E-Learning and E-Teaching in...
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Codermetrics: Analytics for Improving Software TeamsO'Reilly, 2011

	Is there a rational way to measure coder skills and contributions and the way that
	software teams fit together? Could metrics help you improve coder self-awareness,
	teamwork, mentoring, and goal-setting? Could more detailed data help you make better
	hiring decisions, help make performance reviews fairer, and help your software teams...
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Beginning Visual Basic 2005Wrox Press, 2005
Beginning Visual Basic® 2005
By harnessing the power of Visual Basic 2005, you can create innovative solutions for a host of programming challenges. These include dynamic applications for use over the Internet as well as mobile applications for Pocket PCs and SmartPhones. Filled with code examples and thorough explanations, this book will...
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Professional Jakarta Struts (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2003
The Apache Software Foundation's Jakarta Struts remains the most popular Java framework for building enterprise-level Web applications. In the first book to cover the extensive new features of the final release of Struts 1.1, The authors present the technical and conceptual information you need to design, build, and deploy sophisticated Struts 1.1...
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Everyone Needs a Mentor: Fostering Talent in Your OrganisationChartered Institute, 2004
Mentoring is the most cost-efficient and sustainable method of developing talent within an organization. This book shows how set up, run and maintain a mentoring program, from selecting and matching mentors and mentees to measuring results.

You can use mentoring to: stretch talented employees to perform even better by exposure to high...
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